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Follow this simple tutorial to repeat Facebook videos that this site is not available in your country. For example, if you're watching a video on facebook, a music video you like, and if you want to repeat it, just do this: replace the 'facebook' part with the 'videore' in the address bar, it will direct you to this page that
automatically repeats the videos for you. For example: facebook.com/videore/videos/1080370612003902to videore.com/videore/videos/1080370612003902 Really simple and free :)videore goes an extra step and also offers these options for a better repeat experience:-Limit video time (A-B)-Limit repetitions-Wait
between repetitions-Light control videore also supports recurring videos from youtube, daily motion and vimeo. Just change the name of the site with videore and it is done. You can also repeat .mp4, .ogv and .webm files online! 28 February 2017 Tuesday 20:25 PST by Husain SumraFacebook launches the Facebook
Video app for fourth generation tvOS-based Apple TV this evening. The app allows users to watch videos from friends, liked pages, the best live videos and more. The videos are divided into six channels: Shared by Friends, Followed, Recommended for You, Best Live Videos, Recorded Videos, and Recently Watched.
While the following includes videos by both friends and liked pages ... Videos are shared on Facebook in millions every day. People enjoy sending them to their contacts by sending them to share with their mobile phone, online chat and others. But one thing that disappoints people is that they can't record videos they see
on Facebook. The first step to downloading a video you want to keep is to find the video you want to download. If you saved the video when you first saw it on Facebook, it will be in your saved videos. You can also find videos by searching for your name in the public Facebook search bar, sometimes by writing your
name. Facebook's search algorithms find all the content associated with your name and allow you to access it. Doing this action allows you to see the YouTube URL where the video is located. This allows you to see the actual URL and web location where your video is located so you can download the video. After going
to the URL, you can use third-party software such as FLV Downloader to download the video or capture it with video capture tools on the screen. gorodenkoff/Getty Images If you prefer to use an independent software video catcher or downloader, you can savefrom.net instead. When you arrive on this page, you will find
a text box containing the Facebook video URL containing the drop-down menu. Clicking on this menu will show you the option to download an mp4. This is the best quality for a video, so you may want to use this option if there is no external software captured in this format. 5432action / Getty Images Video Facebook
video when you press the Download button will begin to be downloaded to your hard disk. By default, Downloads is to save to your folder, so There's the first one. If you choose to save the file to another location, you can do so by selecting the subfolder you want to save. Many people may choose to save a file to the
desktop, but saving too many files on your desktop can add clutter over time. So take some time to organize when. gorodenkoff/Getty Images If you want to use any content for redistributic over the internet, such as a website or blog, you will want to save a mobile-friendly version of the file. Mp4 format is an acceptable
type of mobile file, but you may also want to convert it to smaller file sizes and image solutions to ensure that your content can be viewed by the most important possible number of mobile users. Also, keep in mind that you may want to share it on different channels, so check which platforms require which file types before
saving. Note that you are only allowed to share and redistrit videos that you own copyright without the written permission of the copyright owner.nathaphat/Getty Images. Video download can take a lot of bandwidth. If it cannot prevent other programs from running, it can significantly slow down your download and even
change or affect the quality of the download. This is a small thing, but the download will help you get completed much faster. Anchiy / Getty Images If you want to save Facebook videos to a mobile device, follow these steps: Open your Facebook account on your mobile device. Search for the media you want to
download to your mobile device. Open and pause the video and press the share button. Select the Copy property. Use an app called Medyam and use a video savefrom.net video. Choose to download it to your mobile device. Choose a file name before saving it to your device so you can get it back.gmutlu/ Getty Images
When you make your video collection, you need to think about what you can do to be original or different. Be an artist rather than just an observer. Creating videos is a fun and potentially lucrative activity that you can do with the least equipment and technical expertise. Of course, the more you know about the process,
the better. But the important thing is to create valuable video content and then download and save it and share it on your Facebook account. undrey/Getty Images Media can get messy. It pays to take some time in a while to edit to get back easy. This can be done on Facebook on your photo and video folders, as well as
on your hard drive on your desktop and even on your mobile devices. The small amount of time you spend editing your media today can help you keep everything organized and organized. So next time you have to find him, it won't be too hard to do! Kesu01 / Getty Images If you want to save a video you created to the
Facebook platform, just by selecting the video option at the bottom of your profile picture and installing it from there. Another way is to post the video on your timeline. This will be automatically placed in your video album, where you can find the video later. To download this video to your computer, find the video you want
to download and select edit. This allows you to download it in HD or SD quality when you need a copy on your hard drive or other device. Anastasiia_New / Getty Images Rebecca Linke, Senior Associate Editor, Computerworld | Video calling on Facebook uses Skype to show your friend in real time while chatting. When
you try to make a video call, you may receive an error message that says the software that powers the video call is temporarily unavailable. Facebook recommends several possible remedies to address this issue. The first and easiest possible solution is to restart your browser. Just exit any open browser windows and
restart the browser. Go back to Facebook and try to resettle the video call. If the problem persists, the problem may be your web browser or an add-on that you are using. If the restart does not work, using another web browser can alleviate the problem. Facebook video calling only works in certain browsers. The 32-bit
version of Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, Opera, Safari, and Internet Explorer is compatible. Even if you are using one of these browsers, a problem with your browser or an incompatible extension can cause the problem. To use Facebook's video calling feature in a new browser, you must first set the feature. When
already setting up the feature in your other browser, each browser requires the feature to be enabled within that feature. Uninstall Facebook's video calling feature from other programs on your computer. Open the web browser of your choice and go to Facebook to complete the setup process for video calling once again.
If you're still getting the error message, contact Facebook for one-on-one help (see the link in Resources). Wondering if Facebook video ads are worth your time? Is it worth your attention? Then this post is worth it to answer these questions. Starting with this ... What are Facebook video ads? These are ads to reach your
audience more and engage them more with the video. Whatever your job, experience, budget or goal. Slideshow: Turn images and text into a simple and lightweight video ad-minute Stories: Make your business part of the story for Facebook, Instagram, and Messenger Messenger: Carousel, a video ad that clicks
Messenger to talk directly to customers: Turn multiple videos and photos into a single ad Collection: Match your video to product photos as a way to explore your store. Just get your video appetite weeded because I know the next question in your mind... Why are you using Facebook video ads? Video (and audio)
appeals to more senses than text. Which one do you think is more of an influence? He Says He Says Or... Saying hello, clasding your hands and doing the job of kissing cheeks off french cheeks? It depends on the person, but usually ... more senses = more engagement = more people remembering your brand. Here are
more reasons to use video: Video creates trust. When people can see and hear you, they believe Google loves it. People increase conversions when they spend more time on your site. Create a video to re-aim an existing post to get more clicks that mobile users like. Up to 90% of consumers watch videos on mobile
devices Explain a lot with a little. The video says more than 60 seconds of text in sixty seconds but why facebook video ads, especially? How do 2.4 billion monthly active users plug into your social trigger? I watch 3 billion hours a day. The average user clicks eight ads a month. yes, I thought you'd like it. Wow, wow,
right? Perhaps consider the Facebook video part of the strategy to push down the (past) time marketing funnel. How to create Facebook video ads There are a lot of options to create a Facebook video ad. I'll go to you the general way. From there you can decide on many special options for your needs. Step 1: Select to
create your ad You'll be guided by a wizard approach to create your ad. I summarized the general steps. In the top navigation, select Create menu item Select Ad in pop-up window Continue in next pop-up window 2: Specify campaign information in the following window, select your options (see partial window below).
Choosing a Campaign Name for a Campaign Goal Fill in the Video views Or change other default options or select the Learn More link Select the Next button When it's done Step 3: Select your ad options There are plenty of options in this next window. Most have an information icon to learn more about each option.
Learn as you go. The window is long (again, see partial window). Change or use the default options for each section in this window When Step 4 is finished, select the Next button: Create your ad now to create your ad. You have options. You can upload a video, navigate your library, or create a slideshow with pictures.
In most cases, you may want to grab a pre-made video from your desktop. Or promote a video you've previously posted. This Window is a very long one (showing the following partial screen). Specify a name for the ad Associate the ad with a Facebook page Improve when you need to preview it in the Ad Preview
window, select the Pay and Review button for your ad (you didn't think all this fun would be free, did you?) Watch 7 tips for creating successful Facebook video ads for your video views, you'll be told how to create a video ad I showed him his points and bolts. Let's look at some tips for making the best Possible Facebook
video ad. 1. Set your goals What do you want to achieve with your Facebook video ads? More people are yours To watch your videos? To install your apps? To go to your site? To give you your e-mail addresses? Do you want me to stop asking so many questions? Fine, but you shouldn't. Here there is a bunch of
notable KPs. Be clear about your goals to create the right reasons. 2. Set your market where you invest time, money and brain calories to create your ad. Do not spend your message on eyes and ears that do not see or hear. You can define your audience when you create your Facebook ad. Like: place, age, gender,
language, interests, behaviors, shared links and mucho more. Now you're ready to create an ad about your fans and followers. 3. Make your content relevant Since you know and build your crowd, it's time to connect with them. With the content they care about. How? Tell me a story worth telling. I mentioned after my
quick editing tips about Story Brand Frame. Love it. And so are you. Character, bad guy, problem, emotions, Yoda-like guide, ending with empathy, wisdom, a plan, call to action. If nothing else, remember this ... Do more about your story-content-about them than you do. People love you more than they should. Keep that
in mind when your fingers start typing, when your eyes start shooting, when your voice starts to speak. 4. Choose the right type of ad Do you want to create an engaging story using only video and text? It's challenging, but quickly? Why do you want to take people for a ride in a complicated process? Select slide show
ads. Want to turn your existing videos into ready-made story ads? Want to make your readers feel like they're part of a larger community? Want to see more of your mobile videos, as they already have phones? Story ads are your ticket. Want to convert an existing post to video? To increase a piece that is already
working into something that people want more? So they're going to be more involved in other people's news sources? It's the way to make a post stand out. Facebook facilitates video advertising. It's up to you to choose wisely. 5. Open a story loop about my 'more about them etc' rant... Framing a message around a
problem is a proven way to attract attention. It shows that you empathize, that you understand them. Bad breath ruins your time with your partner? Do people immediately 'take' when they read your home page? Our brains are wired to solve problems. Show both—the problem, then the solution. 6. Inspire viewers to take
action - identify the subject, improve the message, write the script, create the video... and then no (strong) call to action? Tisk, tisk, tisk. You're not doing this for charity. Ask. You do this (usually) to get the reader to take action. Buy now, like Download. Like. Guide, Get a free sample. With a compelling CTA, don't be shy
about asking the reader to take action. 7. No need for sound People are dizzyingly busy in this age of stalling with smartphones in hand. Recently, two twin nine-year-old men and I passed through downtown Seattle. We counted 45 people on the streets in front of their faces with their phones. In five minutes! Sunday!
People move quickly in their feed when they go back and forth, walking and eating. Sound is generally not appropriate or feasible - but I still want to see what's going on. Does your video make sense without audio? Add caption! Facebook has added this feature. Because they know that ads with subtitles increase video
time by an average of 12%. Just a few tips for creating great Facebook video ads. To inspire your next campaign, I'll mention a few more tips in the Facebook video ad examples below. 5 examples of high-quality Facebook video ads 1. Calm this comes under the simple subject. It's like a lot. Breathe, breathe, breathe,
breathe, breathe, breathe, breathe, breathe, breathe, breathe, It helps you do exactly that when watching videos. Be careful. Tell me you feel other way. Eyes, ears and heart all work together for this video ad. It promotes their brand and vision-Live caution. Sleep better. I feel so comfortable right now. I'll be back shortly
after a quiet break. 2. Oats this shows a great way to loop a story. By watching, you can't get help from scrolling down to read the copy to learn more about the 'reason' for this video. Again, this is an advertisement to promote brand and culture. 3. First line of Design Pickles, first five seconds-know what problem this
design agency is aiming to solve for viewers. Then they take you to the solution, backed up with references. 4. Mailchimp Mailchimp is one of my favourites for their sound and vibration (see tips to promote the 'boring brand'). I talked about a video worthy of no sound-here is a. This Facebook video ad gives you the lead
throughout the process of capturing new contacts in one click. Whether you're at a rock concert, on the New York subway, or with your screaming kids. 5. Do Me and Jerry have a craving for desserts? Is it for an ice cream sandwich? Talk about an easy how-to! I can't wait to do this for my kids tonight. Is there a simple
way to please your followers? He's there, waiting for you to find it, show it and tell him. Manage your entire Facebook strategy with your other social channels using Hootsuite. You can create and time content from a single dashboard, run ads, engage the audience, track relevant conversations, measure results, and
much more. Try it for free today! Get Started Start Start
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